
To Clean Hose and Gun for Storage:
Turn off the valve on the CAV-PRIME cylinder and depressurize the hose & gun. 
Lock the spray gun trigger, remove the hose from the CAV-PRIME cylinder, and 
attach to the cleaner cylinder. Open valve, unlock trigger, and aim gun away 
from people. Trigger gun into a trash bag or vessel for 10-15 seconds, or until 
spray is completely clear. Turn off valve on cleaner and depressurize the hose 
and gun before removing for storage.

To Clean Up Excess Primer: 
Spray directly on primer to be removed and wipe with cloth. Can also spray  
on cloth and wipe. Wear protective, solvent resistant gloves and goggles  
when cleaning.

Precautions
1. Flammable liquid. Keep away from heat, hot surfaces, sparks, open flames 

and other ignitions sources. Do not spray on or near an open flame or 
other ignition source.

2. To avoid ignition of vapors by static electricity discharge, all metal parts 
of the equipment/spray system, personnel, and substrate should be 
grounded.

3. Use explosion-proof electrical equipment and use only non-sparking tools.

4. Do not pierce or burn, even after use.

5. Use and clean equipment only outdoors or in a well-ventilated area.

6. Stop operation immediately if static sparking occurs. Do not use 
equipment until you identify and correct the problem.

7. Keep a working fire extinguisher in the work area.

8. Use with adequate ventilation. Avoid inhalation of spray mist and vapors. 
Harmful or fatal if swallowed. May cause eye irritation. Keep out of reach 
of children. Use of goggles and gloves recommended. Cylinders are not 
refillable and when empty are harmless and disposable. Dispose of according 
to local codes and laws. Keep cans and cylinders below 100°F (37°C).

Overview
WeatherBond’s CAV-PRIME Low-VOC Hose & Gun Cleaner is designed to clean 
the spray guns and hoses used to apply CAV-PRIME primers. It can also be 
used to remove primer from various surfaces including single-ply membranes, 
accessories, and metal. CAV-PRIME Low-VOC Hose & Gun Cleaner is VOC 
compliant in all 50 states.

Features and Benefits
	� Clears clogged spray guns and hoses

	� Can be used to clean spray gun tips

	� Allows for easy cleanup of excess primer

	� Low-VOC

Coverage Rate
250 – 300 ft² per cylinder

Application 
To Clear Clogged Spray Gun and Hose:
Lock spray gun trigger. Attach gun and hose to cylinder. Open valve. Allow line 
to charge. Let system sit. Aim gun away from people, unlock trigger, and spray 
until clean. Repeat until system is clear.
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Typical Properties and Characteristics

Color Clear

Consistency Aerosol Spray

VOC 0 g/L

Application Temperature 50°F to 100°F (10°C to 37°C)

Part Number 341407

Typical properties and characteristics are based on samples tested and are not guaranteed for all 
samples of this product. This data and information is intended as a guide and does not reflect the 
specification range for any particular property of this product.


